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The Fog of War



Maybe you’re thinking, duh...

...but we have to learn to think differently. 



But we don’t want you to feel like this…



Ready to take things to the next level?



Bottom Line Up Front (BLUF)

● The Problem: Information overload, bias and inconsistency 
reducing the quality of human decision-making. 
○ ‘Fog of war’ and ‘noise’ as metaphors for an exponential increase in complexity which 

influences decision fatigue and uncertainty in decision-making.

● Toward the Solution: Learning to reduce noise and bias, isolate 
important outcomes and ignore the rest. 
○ ‘Clarity’ and ‘signal’ as metaphors for the rapid improvement of human-machine decision 

capabilities + new mental models for getting there. 
○ Planting the seed, individually
○ Planting the seed, organizationally 



Bias vs. noise

o Bias: In a nutshell: If you have strong opinions 
about COVID-19 and then you go looking for 
evidence that supports them, you’ll think you 
see it… no matter how outlandish those 
opinions are. You’ll also have a harder time 
absorbing evidence that points in the opposite 
direction.

o Noise: Erratic factors which reduce decision 
accuracy

o Humans are unreliable decision makers 
o Strongly influenced by irrelevant factors, such 

as… Current mood, Time since last meal, The 
weather

o Noise is far above the level that executives 
would consider tolerable—and they are 
completely unaware of it.



Noise Cont...

A B

C D

o Noise Audits
o Unlike bias, noise can be measured without 

knowing what an accurate response would 
be. To illustrate…

o The ultimate goal is to improve the quality 
of decisions

o Not just reducing uncertainty for the 
policymaker, but improving the decision 
quality of the analyst herself

o Better decisions are not achieved merely by 
reducing general biases (such as optimism) 
or specific social and cognitive biases (such 
as discrimination against women or 
anchoring effects)



How to eliminate bias and noise?



How to reduce bias and noise?



Data-driven decisions (human in the loop)



Data-driven Decisions (vs. Data-inspired)

Data-Driven
● Solution: set the goalposts in advance and resist temptation to move them later

● In other words, the decision-maker has some homework to do before anyone analyzes 

the data, which will drive the decision confidence

● “I recently went clothes shopping in Brooklyn with my friend Emma. Showing off a pretty 
dress, she tugs at the pricetag on the back. ‘Hey, what does this say?’ she asks me. ‘If it’s 
less than 80 bucks, I’ll buy it.’” – Cassie Kozyrkov, Google Chief Decision Scientist

VS. 

Data-Inspired
● Using data like that to feel better about actions we’re going to take anyway is an 

expensive (and wasteful) hobby
● Don’t form an uninformed opinion and then go foraging for media that confirms your 

views. you’ll just confirm whatever you wanted to believe.

https://twitter.com/Yuryu


Steps to Good Decisions (Decision Intelligence) mental model

(0. Remove Chaos - reduce or outsource irrelevant decisions (clothes, food) if they contribute to your decision fatigue)

1. Understand you are an irrational person and accept uncertainty
a) Humans generally suck at making probability estimates because they are inherently biased based on 

personal experience

2. Understand yourself and your objectives
a) “Under what circumstances, if ever, am I willing to put a stranger’s life at risk? How much risk?”
b) What are my ethics? Values?
c) Don’t ‘should’ all over yourself…

3. Consider potential actions (the goalposts)
a) “Is making a careful decision about it important to me?”
b) If you struggle with this, think about what you DON’T want to do - try visualizing a scenario in your head 

and simulate which decision disappoints you more
c) “What would I do if there were no COVID-19?”
d) “Could anything convince me to do it?”

4. Choose action triggers (decision criteria)
a) Default action (null hypothesis): Not to mask
b) Alternative action: Mask
c) Information that triggers change: Evidence that masking works

5. Choose minimum quality of sources ( Think BEFORE gathering info - helps immunize 
you against confirmation bias)

a) Laws? New research? Trusted advice? Cost? Quality of masks?

6. Gather information
7. Act (or don’t)



Practical Tips 

● Identify what you are most vulnerable to
● Gather data central to that topic
● Take time to assess possible outcomes
● Narrow the body of implications
● Decide, Act



What if you’re like… I am 31337…?



Advanced Thinking Tooling



Use trusted sources

● Emergent Risk International

● OODA Loop

● Farnam Street

● Living Security

● Recorded Future

● Proofpoint

● Domain Tools

● Crowdstrike

● MEMRI

● Soufan Group

● NJCCIC

● IC3

● And many others…



Human decision-making (cognitive psychology)



How spinning the intelligence cycle helps you 
eliminate noise... (Threshing Floor)



PIRs for security & business



Reflective Decision Journaling



Why?

● Improve decision outcomes

● Reduce decision fatigue

● Learn from mistakes

● Mitigate risk

● Enable competitive business decisions

● Reduce stress

● Save money, time & jobs



But what if my organization is still foggy?



Chinese Proverb



Planting the Seed, Organizationally



Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats

1. IT Operations

2. IT Security

3. Business Risk & IT Risk

4. Business Processes

5. External Factors



Lean Canvas



Stakeholder Analysis

1. IT Operations

2. IT Security

3. Business Risk & IT Risk

4. Business Processes

5. External Factors



Where can we go?



How can we get there?



Filter & Fine tune!
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